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Welcome to our Christmas Update, we have lots of interesting news,
product and industry information contained in this newsletter so we do
hope that you enjoy!
Is it just me, or did the summer period seem to arrive early this year and leave us just as early
too? Despite this I am pleased to report that the season did stack up well in terms of our business
growth with several catering sectors appearing to trade very well despite the continued concerns
for a tough UK industry and generally poor foodservice market conditions.
We experienced growth on commercial microwaves and refrigeration – up by 30% and the
newcomer to the trade, Crown Verity BBQ systems, gained excellent exposure and created a
great deal of interest with a good level of sales in their ﬁrst ever UK season. Our exclusive brands
Sharp, Smeg, Maestrowave, iWave and Simply Stainless were all up on the same period versus
last year so that’s a pleasing result and supports the continued resilience and popularity of these
great, proven brands and their exciting product ranges.
Our Super Summer Specials Promotion was a great success and we are pleased that so many of
our customers achieved high value gift voucher rewards – so that’s Happy Christmas spending or
nice holiday bookings next year to those of you who took full advantage.

Countdown
to Christmas
Promotion
This is the UK’s largest festive
foodservice promotion. Over
200 products from 30 top
brands are featured to help
your business prosper during
the Christmas period. All
products are available at very
competitive nett terms and
to make it even more of a
joyous occasion, simply mix
and match your order across
all brands to get some very
special FREE gifts, including
the must have ‘gadget’ of the
year - a FREE Apple iPad! But
hurry as free gifts are limited.

Now as the busy festive season fast approaches we at R H Hall are well ahead of the game and
have committed to additional stock availability with all major manufacturers on all our
best-selling product lines. We are all geared up and have ensured that stock lines are ready to
fulﬁl our usual immediate delivery service to meet the expected high demand for every caterer’s
busy period.
To get the seasonal party started with additional joy and merriment
we launched our Countdown to Christmas Promotion in November
and so far the early feedback and take-up has been fantastic. It
seems that the offers we’ve made available have been extremely
well received and helps to provide those little extras for our
customers to maximise foodservice business at this extra busy
time. If you’ve not yet seen a copy of this Christmas’ promotional
campaign, please call our sales ofﬁce to register and request a
copy.
Finally, may we take this opportunity in wishing all past,
present and future R H Hall customers a very happy, merry and
successful Christmas period and to thank you very much for your
valued business throughout 2010. We look forward to serving
your needs throughout this busy festive period and through 2011.
From all the Team here at R H Hall we wish you a Merry Christmas.

The Christmas Promotion
runs 1st November until
Christmas Eve.

Ray Hall
Managing Director
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Here are just some of the latest additions to our outstanding range of
equipment – all sourced from market leading brands, as you would expect!

NEW PRODUCTS

Smeg ALFA 43 the oven The Stunning
Trio-what a
with a bigger heart
combination!
The Combi Chef range is a real
Christmas cracker for every
operation – fancy a very cost
effective, reliable, 24/7 ‘on
demand’ chef in your kitchen?

Many customers insist on the
Smeg ALFA range of ovens
time and time again for their
competitive price, exceptional
quality and superb performance
– one that comes from the very
latest technology. The new
ALFA 43 is no exception!
This compact oven has an even bigger
heart than its predecessors. The larger
internal cooking chamber allows

for four levels of cooking. Improved
cooking results are achieved with the
greater space and a back mounted fan
which combines increased air ﬂow and
circulation. The oven’s fast recovery time
makes it ideal for refrigerated or frozen
products and the larger clear glass door
section allows a better internal view
whilst cooking.

For more information visit:

www.rhhall.com

Blue Seal Turbofan oven series
Durable construction and
ingenious design the new series
of Turbofan convection ovens
are here!
Redesigned, redeveloped and reborn
with superior looks and performance, the
Turbofan 20, 30 and brand new
P Series, are crammed with an array of
new features. With a wider range of oven
footprints, repositioned control panels,
side hinged and drop down doors and
increased tray loading capacity to suit
virtually any application. New twin fan
bi-directional and single bi-directional
reversing fan systems allow for greater
air efﬁciency, resulting in improved
cooking and baking performance. The
ovens have a contemporary, future-

forward design that will look striking in
any front-of-house application.

THE COMBI 6 – ARRIVING SOON!
The much anticipated launch of the
Combi 6 is on schedule for Spring 2011.
This new addition to the Combi Chef
range will be showcased in the Innovation
Zone at the Hospitality 2011 Exhibition.
The Combi 6 features an ‘all new’
operating panel with integral USB port
and comes with a Maestrowave USB
memory stick which contains the new and
unique Menu Creator 1.0TM software.
THE COMBI 5+ - IS HERE!
The new Combi 5+ has arrived and is
proving very popular with a number of
multiples specifying and using it already
(see In the Industry, page 6). Storing up to
50 menus (30 as standard) with 5 different
stages of cook, reheat and defrost modes,
sophisticated results can be achieved no
matter what size of operation. Savings
of up to 70% over traditional cooking
times are possible with new accelerated
operating functions.
COMBI 4 - NEW FESTIVE FACELIFT!
The best-selling Combi 4 has been
given a corporate facelift in time for the
busy festive season! The fresh, modern
re-design incorporates all of the key
features and beneﬁts of the complete
Combi Chef range, including nine modes
of cooking and reheat options plus new
easy to use manual dial controls. It’s the
most versatile and competitively priced
oven in its class.

For more information on this new
range call our Sales Ofﬁce on:

01296 663 400

For more information on this
range call our Sales Ofﬁce on:

01296 663 400
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KRIS’ INDUSTRY UPDATE
Kris Brearley, R H Hall’s Sales
Director gives Update his latest
thoughts on the challenges that
R H Hall and businesses in the
industry face plus provides a bit
of an insight into new company
developments.
“It seems to me that in these tough times
the businesses that can manage to keep
focusing on the positives and remain
professional are halfway there. The other
vital half needed to progress and grow
must come from innovation. Continuing to
create and think differently can make you
stand out and win business. At R H Hall
we have been working hard to bring new
solutions to our customers, including

the revolutionary iWave automated
foodservice system and the soon to be
launched Combi 6. This investment is
starting to bear fruit and the feedback
has been extremely positive. But we
also remember that innovative products
won’t just work alone – having a true
passion coupled with a professional
service can help us create and keep the
winning combination needed to survive
and thrive.”
“Showcasing innovation is a key theme
for us over the coming months – from
exhibiting and launching new products
at three key trade shows taking place in
early 2011 to working with new partners
in Europe to open two new iWave/Combi
showrooms, it’s exciting times ahead.
Other exciting developments include the

iWave 1900

iWave energy saving tests

This latest addition to the growing family
of iWave fully automated foodservice
systems has a full e-reporting
(audit trail) facility and integral
temperature probes-with automated
HACCP control in ‘real time’. This new
system is already becoming very popular
and in the past few months since its
launch, several large site operators
(see In the Industry, page 6) have rolled
out and are seeing incredible results
already. Due to its power (1900W) it’s
perfect for either chilled or frozen food,
ensuring that quality is maintained.

Recent energy testing on the
new iWave system has proven
its eco credentials.
Tests were carried out at two different
hospital sites with the main aim of
establishing the most energy efﬁcient
system to serve food to patients whilst
keeping food wastage to a minimum.
The results showed that the iWave
system produces an energy saving of over
54%. Which in a 30 ward hospital with an
average of 15 beds/ward an energy saving
of 35,697 kW (19,419 Kg/CO2 emission)
can be achieved for the year. Savings
could increase to around 63% if an 80%
efﬁciency was factored in.
The existing equipment had an average
food wastage of between 12-30%, while
the iWave had little or no wastage! Basing
the food cost/patient at £1.40, the annual
savings in the same hospital would be
a staggering £91,000! That is assuming
20% wastage with the existing system. A
massive advantage proven by iWave on
both energy and cost savings.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Up to 63% saving!

For more information on this
contact our Sales Ofﬁce on:

01296 663 400

Existing methods

introduction
of the iWave
1900 system
Father K
ristmas
!
and the
results of
recent iWave energy
testing. Plus we have the launch of
our fantastic Countdown to Christmas
Promotion, which we hope will give all a
Merry Christmas!

Kris Brearley
Sales Director

FOOD WASTAGE
■ = Food wastage

£184,000

Existing methods

iWave®

iWave rolls
further into
Europe
Launch into Norway & Sweden
the success continues!
The innovative iWave foodservice system
is set to make more waves in Europe.
Hot on the success in the UK and more
recently in Holland, we are now looking to
launch via two new distributor partners
further showrooms in Norway and
Sweden. The new facilities will not only
showcase the iWave system, but the
extremely popular Combi Chef range too.
Watch this space – more news will follow
in a future issue of Update.

iWave®

Energy use – based on a 15 bed ward

iWave is cutting wastage

KRIS’ INDUSTRY UPDATE

Great brands choose
great brands!
We go to great lengths to choose our supplier partners (and to
get them to choose us!) and we now work with lots of the leading
brands in the industry – many on an exclusive basis. We fully
believe in the market leading product range and brands we stock,
but don’t just take our word for it, great brands choose our great
brands too!

Showcasing
innovation
We will be exhibiting at three
major trade shows early next
year - featuring our new ground
breaking Combi 6 combination
microwave oven and the iWave
automated foodservice system.

Hospitality 2011 in January will be the
ofﬁcial launch platform for the new
Combi 6. We will be exhibiting along with
CESA within the Innovation Zone.

Gulfood 2011 takes place in February in
Dubai and is a huge international trade
exhibition attracting over 55,000 buyers
from 152 countries. We will be exhibiting
with CESA and the UK Embassy within
the British Pavilion.

HCA is the Hospital Caterers Association
Conference and Trade Exhibition taking
place in March in Harrogate. The theme
of ‘LEAN and Green’ focuses on the
provision of efﬁcient and cost effective
ward services – ideal for iWave!

Competition time!
We have a fabulous Panasonic
10 Megapixel Digital Camera to
give away to the ﬁrst lucky reader
pulled out of the hat.
To win, simply answer correctly the
following 3 questions:
1. What model of Smeg oven has just
been launched?
2. Which famous Pasty company is
opening up new retail outlets?

3. What date does the R H Hall
Christmas Promotion ﬁnish?
To enter, email: competition@rhhall.
com. Closing date: 31st January 2011.
Congratulations to Lynda Brewer,
Catering Development Manager for
the National Trust
who won an iPod
docking station in
our Summer Update
competition.

2011 Pricing
We are extremely pleased to announce
that we have secured price freezes for
99% of our entire product range up to
31st March 2011. Yes that means our
current competitive prices are carrying
forward into 2011, so you can sell and
plan now knowing that you won’t have
price rises around the corner. Even more
amazing is that we will be reducing some
prices! We are also adding more leading
brands and products to our offering all
the time, so visit: www.rhhall.com to
ensure you keep up to the minute with all
the changes.

T: 01296 663 400 E: info@rhhall.com W: www.rhhall.com

R H Hall we ﬁrmly believe in partnership with our customers and dealers
IN THE INDUSTRY Atto produce
the best results. Here are some of our recent successes.

Very tasty exclusivity with Ginsters
Ginsters is one of the leading
names in the world of savoury
pastry products. Traditionally
made with local British
ingredients, Ginsters is a name
that is synonymous with top
quality and R H Hall is very
pleased to announce that they
have chosen us to partner them
exclusively to supply them with
our one-stop catering
equipment solutions.
Ginsters are working on a new 2-tier
business strategy - the “Have Me Hot”
‘cooked to order’ hot savoury food
concept and the new Ginsters Pasty
Shops. R H Hall are currently working
with the company on key pieces of
equipment for both of these important
projects to further build Ginsters proﬁle
and business growth.
The rationale behind “Have Me Hot”
is a simple ‘cooked to order’ offering
which moves away from the usual hot
cabinet display. This approach provides
customers with an instant, freshly cooked
hot product to include pasties, savouries
and hot sandwiches. Customers simply

select their choice from a refrigerated
merchandiser, take it to the counter
for it to be cooked-off or heated up in
a Maestrowave Combi Chef 6 and then
tuck-in to their tasty snack! For operators
focusing on staff and equipment costs,
the “Have Me Hot” concept will provide
a quality, cost effective, instant hot
offering that can be tailored to both
large and smaller requirements. Angus
Fewell, Ginsters’ Channel Controller, is
very pleased with the response so far,
“We have had a lot of positive feedback
regarding this new concept from both
independents and national accounts.
In the travel sector, Road Chef have
expressed a keen interest and we are in
talks with both the hospital and education
sectors. It is a simple but very effective
offering which we will be supporting
with full point of sale to help maximise
sales opportunities”.
The second tier of the company’s new
developments is the Ginsters Pasty
Shops, the ﬁrst of which is due to launch
in the North very shortly at a major
railway station site. These fully branded
shops will be ﬁtted out entirely with
catering equipment supplied by R H Hall
- including a Smeg Oven, Maestrowave
Combi’s, a range of stainless steel

refrigerators and freezers and hot cabinet
displays. The shop will be a ‘serve over’,
fully staffed operation carrying all the
tasty snacks available from Ginsters,
plus a range of hot and cold beverages.
Further retail shops are in the pipeline as
are developments for possible ‘retail pod’
solutions ideal for operators who require
a greater degree of ﬂexibility.

Anyone interested in developing
concepts with Ginsters can
contact Chris O’Neill, R H Hall’s
Foodservice Solutions’ NAM on:

01296 663 400

or Angus Fewell of Ginsters on:

01579 386378

iWave’s innovative helping hand in healthcare
The Acute Penine Trust is
made up of 4 hospitals - North
Manchester, Oldham, Rochdale
and Bury, in all covering some
2,000 beds. Plans are in place to
improve the facilities and patient
catering care within the Trust.
Working alongside hospital meals
provider, Anglia Crown, R H Hall has
been instrumental in providing the very
ﬁrst 1900w iWave system for cook/freeze
meals which is already proving a hit in
terms of improved patient catering.
The ﬁrst system went in on trial at the
new 46-bed maternity ward at North
Manchester hospital back in July.
This trial has proved very successful.
Steven Whitehead, Deputy Catering
Manager at North Manchester General
Hospital endorses the use of iWave.
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“The new system has been extremely
well received and we are delighted with
the performance and by the quality
of the Anglia Crown frozen plated
meals system. Patient feedback has
been excellent and this is very evident
through the drop in levels of wastage.
Previously we had very high
meals wastage on the
maternity ward but we are
now down to practically zero!
This means a great cost
saving to us as a Trust and
of paramount importance,
a much improved patient
experience - nutritional needs
fulﬁlled helps patients to a
better and speedier recovery”.
Steven continues, “The Anglia
Crown frozen plated system
provides exactly the same
quality as the cook/chill food but

importantly provides added savings in
terms of reduced wastage. Coupled with
the iWave system we can ensure patient
meals are delivered freshly cooked as and
when they are ready to
be eaten.”

REGIONAL ROUNDUP
National Accounts

Jerry Dutton

NATIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER
Mobile: 07966 232 982
Email: jerry.dutton@rhhall.com

Over the last quarter we have
been working very hard with
a number of key clients to
meet their needs and often
demanding deadlines! As
they have sought to invest in
their businesses during this

‘interesting’ economic period,
seeking both immediate and
long term successes, we have
been privileged to be working
alongside them. Businesses
are understandably running
a tight ship and looking
for great value for money
products. With the breadth
of products at our disposal,
we are well placed to provide
the right solutions for our
clients within their budgets.
As a result, we are pleased
to report strong growth in
this sector and despite the
uncertain economic climate,
look forward with a positive
attitude to the coming months.

Food Solutions

Chris O’Neill

NATIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER
Mobile: 07791 316 820
email: chris.oneill@rhhall.com

I am being contacted on a
daily basis by new and existing
clients who are looking for our
help with bespoke concepts
and solutions. We are very
pleased to be working with
Ginsters on their new hot
food concept and the launch

David Rance

In my sector growth has been
steadily maintained over the
past 3 months. I think the
nerves about spending cuts

Tom Caine

AREA SALES MANAGER - NORTH
Mobile: 07855 818 380
Email: tom.caine@rhhall.com

This quarter has started with
dealers tentatively waiting
the government’s spending
review, causing some added
caution in the market.
However, on a positive note,
a number of companies are

investing and diversifying
wisely into new markets in
an attempt to minimise the
effects of the recession and
forthcoming cuts – hoping
to emerge stronger, leaner
companies ready to take on
new opportunities. R H Hall
continues to work closely
with our dealers so they
can make the most of these
opportunities and through our
committed support in terms
of training from key brands
and support through local
exhibitions and trade shows
we aim to be a continued,
integral part of their future
growth and development.

The Midlands
of their Pasty shops. Plus the
iWave systems continue to go
from strength to strength - 12
new 1900 systems are going
into Broomﬁeld Hospital – one
of the largest installations
to date although soon to be
overtaken by the Basildon
Trust. The Phat Pasty launch
at the recent Lunch! Show was
a huge success and we have
been approached by several
large companies to work on
the concept with them. We
have also been nominated
as equipment supplier to
Peters Foodservice. Further
testament that our Food
Solutions Division has become
well established and valued.

Public Sector

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
Mobile: 07817 916 938
Email: david.rance@rhhall.com

The North

Nick Sanders

AREA SALES MANAGER - MIDLANDS
Mobile: 07855 818 379
Email: nick.sanders@rhhall.com

The summer has passed with
the World Cup a ﬂeeting, dark
and distant memory. But with
our Super Summer Specials
promotion proving very
rewarding and with Crown
Verity BBQs sizzling off the
shelves we now look forward

to an equally successful
winter – where has the year
gone? It seems we have been
too busy to notice – time
ﬂies when you’re having fun!
Offering added value has
been the key, be it through
advice, availability or food
testing and trials we’ve been
very busy over the summer.
We really do offer a unique
and professional service
unparalleled either across
our key brands or through the
support of suppliers such as
Blue Seal, whose training on
the new range of Turbo Ovens
shows our close working
relationships with major
brands yet again.

The South
are easing slightly and orders
are again being placed. There
have suddenly been a few
large projects emerge for
which we have tendered and
as always we are very hopeful
for success. Good contacts
have been made with both
suppliers and many customers
which I hope should bode well
for the coming months and
make a positive start to 2011.
After a very quiet start to our
ﬁnancial year, I am conﬁdent
of reaching target for sales
into the public sector.

Derek Poole

AREA SALES MANAGER - SOUTH
Mobile: 07973 163 294
Email: derek.poole@rhhall.com

Since April, our new ﬁnancial
year, sales in the south have
continued to grow against the
corresponding period of last

year. This is great news and
as predicted we are seeing
more opportunities to quote
and as a result my area has
experienced an increase in
the number of dealers trading
with us. I am optimistic
that sales in the south will
continue to grow as the signs
are very encouraging with a
more even spread of trading
across my whole region and
with the launch of our new
Christmas Promotion in
November we should see the
year out with some added joy!
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Installation, servicing & spares- New members
back-up that’s second to none! of staff
Apart from ensuring a seamless
installation, it is vital that our
customers and dealers have
access to an efﬁcient and
effective after sales facility too.
Any down time in a business
can be crippling and we are
continually working to maintain
our commitment to a high level of
response in this area.
Ray Copper is R H Hall’s Service Manager
and has been with the company for over
11 years. He is responsible for the dayto-day running of this entire operation.
“The aim of installation, service and
spares is to deliver a prompt and
reliable service to all our customers
and to offer knowledge and advice
where necessary to ensure the prompt
availability of all spares to both trade
and group customers. To help ensure we
achieve this we have a dedicated team of
professionals that make up the Service
Department here at HQ plus a network
of approved service agents throughout
the UK. Our spares department carries
all key brand spares ready for next day
delivery and we monitor closely our stock
levels to anticipate peak demands – vital
so we don’t let our customers or our
business down.”
“There are 6 of us within the HQ
team: myself; Sue Roberts – Service
Administrator; Yvonne Kyne – Spares
Supervisor; Lisa Guinan – Service &

Spares Assistant; and a new member
to the team, Adam Hall - Service &
Production Assistant. Christine Barclay
looks after our Service Accounts and
having been with us over 14 years knows
most of our agents extremely well.”
Ray also looks after equipment deliveries
and installation logistics. ”We have our
own specialised and highly qualiﬁed
service teams, comprising of R H Hall
staff and our UK wide network of
approved service agents. These service
teams expertly handle all aspects of the
installation once an order is placed. And
as part of our company-wide Customer
Charter focus I ensure that performance
in this area (as well as all servicing and
spares) is constantly monitored and
measured to maintain and even improve
our service levels and effectiveness
– our commitment to achieving excellent
customer service”
Lisa
Sue

Yvonne
isti
Chr ne

Ray

We are however able to deliver on
Christmas Eve - please contact sales if
this special service is required
CHRISTMAS OPENING HOURS
We close on 24th December and re open
on the 4th January 2011.
EMERGENCY COVER
We will again be offering emergency
cover throughout the Christmas period.

Adam Hall

Service & Production Assistant

Adam (our MD’s son) joined the
company in May 2010 and since
then has settled in well into the
Service and Production team. He is
learning the ropes as it were and
gaining experience of all aspects
of the team’s work as well as
getting actively involved in external
installations and deliveries. Adam is
enjoying the challenge and is excited
to be expanding his knowledge and
experience on a daily basis.
Welcome to the R H Hall team!

For Service and Spares contact:

T: 01296 663 400
F: 01296 663 404
E: service@rhhall.com

Christmas 2010
CHRISTMAS DELIVERY ARRANGEMENTS
Last day for orders for standard free next
day delivery is 22nd for 23rd delivery.

The Apprentice

Charity begins
at home
This year we have once again donated
to The Hospice of St Francis in lieu of
sending out Xmas cards. We feel that this
ongoing initiative helps a very worthwhile
charity and also helps support our
company’s sustainability policy.

To book an emergency service
call, please contact 07875 027719.
R H Hall will be ably supported by our
network of agents and by selected
manufacturers who are also covering
their own warranties over this period.
Important Information: Please have your
invoice number, date of purchase, make,
model and serial number along with
details of the fault, the full address and
contact numbers of your equipment’s
location. This will enable us to place your
call with the appropriate service provider
and avoid any unnecessary delays.

We managed to raise £314 for Wear
it Pink Day - based on staff donations
for a dress down day and a company
contribution based on £1 for each item
sold out on the day! Thanks to all.
We are also raising money for Children in
Need with a similar approach but hoping
to raise a minimum of £500!
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